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1. INTRODUCTION 
To recognise a full matrix ring is not always as easy as it sounds. Let H 
be the ring of quaternions with integer coefficients and let n be an integer. Set 
The following test problem was posed in [1]: Is T(3)'~M2(W) for some 
ring IV, and if so what is IV? In [ 1 ] it was shown that certain tiled matrix 
rings such as T(n) are isomorphic to full matrix rings, provided that the 
base ring is local. A method for finding W as an idealiser was also given. 
Because H is not local, the results of El] do not apply to T(3). But they 
do show that T(3) becomes a full 2 x 2 matrix ring when the integers are 
replaced by the integers localised at 3. 
We answer the above question in Theorem 2.4 by showing that 
TOO -~ M2(IV) for some ring IV if and only if n is odd. The significance of 
n being odd is that then H]nH is itself a full 2 x 2 matrix ring, namely 
H/nH'~M2(Z/nZ). Also, the ring tV can be constructed as the idealiser of 
a certain right ideal of ti. This raises further questions, such as: When tV 
exists, is it unique? This time the answer is "No." 
Let P be an odd prime number. In Theorem 3.10 it is shown that there 
are at least as many pairwise non-isomorphic tings tV with M2(tV) -~ T(p) 
as there are representations of p as a sum of four squares. In Section 3 we 
consider the general question of determining when two right ideals have 
isomorphic idealisers, but most of the results are proved only for maximal 
right ideals of H which contain an odd prime. 
For the reader's convenience we end with a short appendix establishing 
some basic properties of H, in particular that the right ideals which interest 
us are principal. 
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2. SOLUTION OF TtIE ORIGINAL PROBLEM 
We start by solving the problem discussed in the Introduction and then 
consider some of the points arising from this. Other solutions and develop- 
ments can be found in [2, 4]. 
Notation 2.1. The following notation will be used throughout he rest 
of the paper without further explanation: t i  is the ring of quaternions 
with coefficients in the ring Z of integers; a typical element of H will be 
written in the form x=a+bi+c j+dk  x#ith a, b, c, deZ,  and we set 
x*=a-b i -c j -dk  and N(x)=xx*=x*x=a 2+b 2+c 2+d2; for an 
integer n we let TOO, or just T, denote the ring 
(.- 
of all 2x2  matrices over H whose (1, 2)-entries are divisible by n; for a 
right ideal K of a ring R we shall use IR(K) or I(K) to denote the idealiser 
of K, namely I (K )= {xeR:xK~_K};  e U is the 2x2  matrix with 1 in the 
(i, j)-position and 0's elsewhere. 
With this notation, Question 2.9(1 ) o f ' [ l  ] becomes: Is T(3)_~ M2(IV) 
for some ring IV? Part (2) of the question concerns a particular candidate 
for IV. 
We shall need the following number-theoretic result, which was drawn to 
our attention by J. C. Robson. 
LEMI'.IA 2.2. Let n be an odd hlteger. Then there are httegers u, b, c, d 
such that un = b 2 + c 2 + d 2 and (un, 2b) = 1, where (x, y) denotes the highest 
common factor of  the hztegers x and y. 
Proof This is Proposition 1.4 of [4], the proof of which uses 
Dirichlet's theorem for primes in an arithmetic progression. We sketch a 
more elementary proof below. 
First, we claim that there are integers a, c, d such that an = 1 + c 2 + d 2. 
This is well known if n is prime (see Lemma ! of the Appendix). An 
easy lifting argument hen extends this to the case in which n is a power 
of a prime, and the Chinese remainder theorem can be used to patch 
such solutions together to prove the claim for an arbitrary non-zero 
integer" n. 
Suppose now that an = 1 + c z + d 2 as above. If a is odd we can set tt = a 
and b=l .  Suppose that a=2r  for some r~Z.  By taking congruences 
mod(4) w6 can see that 1 + c 2 -I- d 2 is not divisible by 4. Therefore r is odd. 
We can take b= l - rn  and u=r2n. II 
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LEMMA 2.3. As hz 2.2 let u, !1, b, c, d~Z with u lz=b2+c2+d 2 and 
(un, 2b)= 1. Set x=b i+c j+dk .  Then x2= -un  and i ~Hx + xH. 
Proof. Direct calculation gives x2=-un .  We have i x+x i=-2b .  
Because (un, 2b) = 1, there are integers v, w such that v,m-  2wb = 1. Hence 
1 =vun-2wb=wm+ ( ix+xi )w= - -vx2+wix+x iw~Hx+xH.  i 
THEOREM 2.4. Let T(n) be as hi 2.1. Then T(n)~-M2(S)for some rh~g S 
if and only if n is odd. 
Proof Set T= T(n). If n is even then T cannot be a full 2 x 2 matrix 
ring because it has a commutative factor ring; to justify this assertion we 
factor out the ideal 
llH, !~) 
H, 
of T to produce a ring isomorphic to H/nH, which in turn can be mapped 
onto the commutative ring H/2H. 
From now on we suppose that n is odd. By 2.3 we can fix u E Z and x, 
h, h' ~ H such that x 2 = - un and 1 = hx + xh'. Working in T set 
Y = (01: 0x). 
We shall show that yT is right T-projective, and that r(y)~-yT as right 
T-modules, where r(y) is the right annihilator of y in T. It will then 
follow that the usual short exact sequence 0~ r(y)--* T~yT~ 0 splits, 




Note that w~M2(H) but we T. We have w2= 1, and wy~ Twith ywy=O. 
Hence wy ~ r(y). We shall show that r(y)= wyT. Let z e r(y). We have 
for some a, b, c, d~H. Because yz=O we have a+xc=O=nb+xd.  Set 
--c, nhb 
t = O, -h'd]" 
481/150/1-4 
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Then t e T and 
I 
yt (~ 
- c, nhb 
But nhb - xh'd = hnb - xh'd = - hxd-  xh'd = - d. Hence 
(y) (Oc o) 
and wyt = z. Therefore r(y) = wyT. Because w 2 = I it follows that r(y) ~- yT  
as right T-modules. 
To show that r(y) is right T-projective, set 
o(00: 
h' ]" 
Direct calculation gives yvy=y so that vy is idempotent. Also, rye T 
because its (l, 2)-entry is hx2= -ruth. Thus (1 -vy)T  is an idcmpotently 
generated right ideal of T and so is right T-projective. But, because y = yvy, 
we have r (y )=r (vy)=( l - -vy )T .  | 
Remarks 2.5. Let n be an odd integer. Although Theorem 2.4 solves 
the original problem, it also raises further questions. In particular, how 
can one find a ring S with M2(S)~ T(n), and is S unique (up to isomor- 
phism)? 
(a) A method for finding S was given in the proof of 2.4, namely: take 
x 9 H such that 1 e Hx + xH and x 2 e nZ; set 
y = (01: 0) ;  
take S= Endr(yT) .  We have 
nHOxH)"  
It follows that Endr (yT)~- In (nH+xH) ;  this can be proved as in 
Theorem2.7 of [1] but for the reader's convenience we shall sketch 
a proof here. Let feEndr (yT) .  We have y(xet i -e21)=O so that 
f (y ) (xet t -  ezt)= 0. But f (y )eyT  so that the top row o f f (y )  is 0. There- 
fore f (y )= ue21 + uxe22 for some u e H. Again because fO , )eyT  we have 
ux ~ nH+ 3:H. Therefore u(nH + xH) ~= nH+ xlt, i.e., u e In(ni l  + xH). The 
isomorphism is given by f--* u. 
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(b) Thus in 2.4 we can take S = In(nil + xH). This raises two further 
questions: 
(1) Does it matter which right ideal of the form nH+xH we use? 
(2) Is S unique up to isomorphism? 
To simplify the discussion we shall now consider only the case in which n = p 
is an odd prime. We shall show in Section 3 that in this case the answer to 
both questions is "No." Because 1 E Hx + xH we have x ~ plL Also we have 
pH + xH ~ H because x2 ~ pH. Because lI/pH ~- M~(Z/pZ) by Lemma 2 of 
the Appendix, it follows that pH+xH is a maximal right ideal of H which 
contains the odd prime p. Therefore, by Lemma 4 of the Appendix, we have 
pH+xH=sH for some seH with N(s)=p. There are p+l  such right 
ideals sH (see Lemma 3 of the Appendix). The equation N(s)= p gives a 
representation of p as a sum of four squares, namely p = a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2, 
where s=a+bi+c j+dk  with a, b, c, deZ.  We shall regard two such 
representations of p as being the same if one can be obtained from the 
other by changing the order or the signs of the integers a, b, c, d involved. 
With S = In(sH) as above, it will turn out that the isomorphism type of S 
depends on the way in which N(s)=p represents p as a sum of four 
squares, but that the corresponding rings M2(S) are all isomorphic to each 
other. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. 'Set p=37.  According to the convention in 2.5(b) con- 
cerning when representations are regarded as different, there are three 
representations of p as a sum of four squares, namely 37=36+ 1 = 
25+4+4+4=16+16+4+1.  Correspondingly we set s l=6+i ,  
s2=5+2i+2 j+2k ,  s3=4+4i+2 j+k .  Then N(si)=p for all i. Set 
Si=I,(s jH) for all i. We know by 2.4, 2.5, and 3.10 that T(37)~-M2(S~) 
for some i. It will follow from Theorems 3.3 and 3.10 that M2(S~) -~ M2(Sj) 
for all i and j, and that S~ Sj if and only if i= j .  
3. MAXIMAL RIGHT IDEALS WITH ISOMORPItlC IDEALISERS 
Let R be a ring with right ideals K and L. In view of the questions raised 
in Section 2, it is natural to try to determine when the idealisers I(K) and 
I(L) are isomorphic. An easy case to deal with is that in which there is a 
ring automorph ismfo f  R such that f (K )= L, because thenfrestr icts to an 
isomorphism from I(K) to I(L). This case includes that in which L = uK for 
some unit u of R, by tak ing f ( r )= urtt -1 for all r E R. On the other hand, 
we shall show in 5.8 that it is possible to have I (K)~ I(L) when there is 
no automorphism of R which carries K to L. We do not know of any 
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convenient necessary and sufficient conditions for I(K) and I(L) to be 
isomorphic. 
After some general preliminaries we shall concentrate on the special case 
of maximal right ideals of H. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a division rhzg, set S= M2(D ), and let X and Y be 
maximal right ideals of S. Then Y= uX for some u ~ S u'ith u 2 = 1. 
Proof. If  X= Y we can take u= 1. Suppose now that X# Y. Then 
S= X@ Y. We can fix mutually inverse right S-module isomorphisms f :
X~ Y and g: Y~X.  For  all xr  and ),~ Y set h(x+y)=f (x )+g(y) .  
Then h is a right S-module automorphism of S with h2= 1. We can take 
u=h( l ) .  | 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R be a rhzg with Jacobson radical J such that 
R/J ~- M2(D) for some division rbzg D, and let K and L be maxhnal right 
ideals of R. Then L = vK for some unit v of R, and I(K) ~- I(L). 
Proof. By 3.1 there is a unit u of R/J such that L/ J=u(K/ J ) .  But u is 
the image in R/J of some unit v of R. Hence L = vK+ J = vK+ vJ = vK. I 
TtlEOREM 3.3. Let R be a rfllg with'a maxbnal ideal M such that 
RIM ~ M2(D) for some division rhlg D, and let K and L be maximal right 
ideals of R which contahl M. Then Mz(I(K))~-M2(I(L)). 
Proof Set S=Mz(D)  and T=M2(R) .  Without loss of generality we 
can suppose that RIM = S. Let * denote image in T* = T/M2(M). We can 
identify T* with M2(S). By 3.1 we have L /M = u(K/M) for some u E S with 
112 = 1. 
We claim that there is a unit v of T such that 
, {u, 0 
v ,,)" 
We have u = w + M for some w e R. We can take 
w 2-  l) 
/ ) :  ~, | - -W 2, It' " 
Note that the image of w 2 -  I in RIM is u 2 - 1 = 0. It is easy to check that 
v has the claimed properties (we have det(v)= 1), but it may help the 
reader if we explain how v was found. We consider the factorisation 
, ,  ~ ,,, 0 (lo: 1] \1 ,  --U/kU, 
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This depends on the fact that u2= 1, but the three matrices on the right- 
hand side .of ( .)  are units over any base ring for any choice of u. We took 
v to be the product of the three matrices on the right-hand side of (*) with 
u replaced by w. 
Because L /M= u(K/M) we have M2(L/M) = v*M2(K/M), i.e., 
(M2(L))* = v*(M2(K))*, i.e., M2(L) + M2(M) = vM2(K) + M2(M) = 
vM2(K) + vM2(M), i.e., M2(L) = vMz(K). Therefore I r(M2(L)) ~- 
Ir(M2(K)), i.e., M2(IR(L))-~M2(IR(K)). | 
We now turn to the special case of maximal right ideals sH of H which 
contain an odd prime number p. We have N(s) = p, and we shall show that 
the isomorphism type of I , ( sH)  depends on the way in which N(s)=p 
represents p as a sum of four squares. We note that I ( sH)=Z+sH,  
although we shall not need this. We do not consider p = 2, because tt[2H 
is a commutative non-semi-simple ring and the maximal right ideals of H 
which contain 2 are not principal. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let t e H with t ~ O. Set A = l(tH) = (h e H: ht e tH} and 
B = {h e H: t*h e Ht* }. Then A = B. I f  in addition we have N(t) = p for some 
odd prhne p, then tH and Ht* are maximal ideals of A. 
Proof Let aeA.  Then at=th  for some het l .  Hence att*=tht*,  i.e., 
aN(t) = tht*, i.e., N(t)a = tht*, i.e., tt*a = tht*, i.e., t*a = ht*. Thus a e B. It 
follows that A ~ B and by symmetry that A = B. 
Now suppose that N(t)= p with p an odd prime. Then tH is a maximal 
right ideal of tt. We have I(tH)/tH~- End, ( t I / tH)  by Lemma 1.1 of [3]. 
But End, (H/ tH)  is a division ring because H]tH is a simple module. 
Therefore A/tH is a division ring and hence tH is a maximal ideal of A. 
Similarly Ht* is a maximal ideal of B. But B=A from above. Therefore 
Ht* is a maximal ideal of A. II 
LEMMA 3.5. Let t e H. Then I(tH) ~- l(t*H). 
Proof We may suppose that t ~0 and hence that t -~ exists as an ele- 
ment of the quotient division ring of H. Set f (x )  = t -  lxt for all x e I(tH). 
For such x we have xtetH  so that f (x )e I t .  Also, f (x ) t *=t - lx t t *= 
t t t -  x= t x. Therefore f (x )e l ( t  H). Thus f :  I ( tH)~ I(t*H) is a ring 
homomorphism. Set g(y)=t  -y t  for all ye I ( t*H) .  Then a similar 
argument shows that g: I ( t*H)-~ I(tH) is a ring homomorphism. Because 
t ' t=  tt* is cehtral, it follows easily that f and g are mutually inverse 
isomorphisms. I
TIIEOREM 3.6. "Let p be an odd prime mtmber and let s, t e H with 
N(s) = p = N(t). Suppose that I(sH) ~ I(tH). Then there is a ring 
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automorphism f of H such that f(sH) = tH or f(sH) = t* H. hi either case the 
representations N(s) = p and N(t) = p of p as a sum of four squares are the 
same. 
Proof Set A=I(sH) and B=I(tH). We have p=tt*=t* t  so that 
petHnHt* .  Also, (Ht*tH)Z=pZH~=pB, and tH and Ht* are maximal 
ideals of B by 3.4. Therefore tH and Ht* are the only maximal ideals of B 
which contain p. Similarly sH and Hs* are the only maximal ideals of A 
which contain p. 
Let u: A ~ B be an isomorphism. We hhve tt(p)=p so that u(pA)=pB. 
Therefore u(sH) and u(Hs*) are the only maximal ideals of B which 
contain p. Hence either u(sH) = tH or u(sH) = Ht*. 
Case (1). Suppose that u (sH)= tH. Then u(Hs*)= Ht* and u(pH)= 
u(Hs*sH) = u(Hs*) u(sH)= Ht*tH= pH. Let x~ tL We have tt(px)~ ptl, 
i.e., p- lu(px)e H. Set f (x )= p-lu(px). It is routine to check that f is an 
extension of u to an automorphism of H. For example, for all x, y ~ H we 
have f(xy) = p-  lu(pxy) = p-2pu(pxy) = p-2u(p) u(pxy) = p-2u(pZxy) = 
p-2u(px) u(py) =f(x )  f (y ) .  We have f isH) = u(sH) = tH. 
Case (2). Suppose that u(sH)= Ht*. Set C= I(t*H) and for all be  B 
set v(b)=t-lbt. It was shown in the proof of 3.5 that v: B- ,C  is an 
isomorphism. Hence vu: A ~ C is an isomorphism, and vu(sH) = v(Ht*) = 
t-IHt*t = t*tt-~H= t*H. As in (1) we can extend vtt to an automorphism 
fo f  H such thatf(sH)= t*IL 
Therefore there is an automorphism f of H such that f (s )H= tH or 
f (s)H=t*H.  We have s=a+bi+c j+dk  for some a, b, c, deZ.  Hence 
f(s) =a+bf( i )+cf( j )+df(k) .  But +i, _ j ,  +__k are the only solutions in H 
of the equation X 2 = - 1. Because f(i), f( j) ,  f (k) are also solutions of the 
equation, it follows that they are, apart from possible sign changes, a 
permutation of i, j, k. Therefore N(f(s))=p and N(s)=p are the same 
representation fp  as a sum of four squares. Buf f ( s )= tw or t*w for some 
unit w of H, and the units of H are ___1, _ i ,  _ j ,  _k .  The result now 
follows from the fact tl!at, for all x ~ tt, the equations N(x)= p, N(x*)= p, 
N(xw) =p give the same representation of p as a sum of four squares. | 
Remarks 3.7. The proof of 3.6 depends on the fact that sH and Hs* can 
be distinguished as special elements of the lattice of ideals of I(sH). We do 
not know how to deal with the more complicated situation in which p is 
replaced by an arbitrary odd integer. The statement of 3.6 would be tidier 
if there were an automorphism g of H such that g(tH)=t*H, but the 
following example shows that this is not always true. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Setp=71 andt=l+3 i+5 j+6k .  WehaveN(t)=p.  We 
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shall show that there is no automorphism f of H such that f ( tH)= t*lL 
Suppose to the contrary that such an f exists. Then f ( t )H= t*H so that 
f ( t )=t*u  for some unit u of tL Thus l+3f ( i )+5f (_ / )+6f (k )= 
( l -3 i -5 j - -6k)u .  But ue{+l ,  ___i, +j ,  +k}, and apart possibly from 
sign changes the elements f(i), f ( j ) ,  f (k )  are a permutation of i, j, k. It 
follows that u = 1, f ( i )  = - i ,  f ( j )  = - j ,  f (k )  = -k .  This is a contradiction 
because f (k )  = f(i j) = f( i )  f ( j )  = - i. - j  = k. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let s and t be elements of H'with the same norm, say 
N(s) = N(t )= n, and suppose that N(s) and N(t) give the same representation 
of n as a sum of four squares. Then l(sH) ~- l(tH). 
Proof The coefficients of t can be obtained from those of s by a 
permutation combined with sign changes. We have s = a + bi+ cj + dk for 
some a, b, c, de Z. Any permutation of a, b, c, d, and any pattern of sign 
changes, can be achieved by some combination of the following steps which 
do not alter the isomorphism type of I(sH). 
(I) l ( sH)=I (suH)  for every unit u of H. Hence we can, for example, 
move c into the position of a by taking u = - j .  Also, l (sH)= I(--sH). 
(2) l ( sn)  ~- l(s*H) by 3.5. 
(3) l ( sH) -~ I ( (a+bi -c j -dk)H) ,  because (a+b i -c j -dk)H  is 
the image of sH under conjugation by i. Similarly l (sH)'~ 
I((a -- bi + c j -  dk )n)  ~ I((a - b i -  cj + dk)H). 
(4) By (2) and (3) we have l ( sH)~- l ( (a -b i+c j+dk)H) '~ 
I ( (a+b i -c j+dk)H)  ~ l ( (a+bi+cj - -dk)H) .  Also, l ( ( -a+b i+c j+dk)H)  
= l ( - - s*H)  = I ( s*H)  ~- l (sn)  by (2). 
(5) I ( sH)~l ( (a+bi+d j -ck )H) .  To justify this, set x=l+ i .  
We have 2 =xx*  =x*xexHc~ tLv, and H/2H is commutative. It follows 
that xH=tLv .  Hence h-*x -~hx gives an automorphism of ti, and it 
can be checked that x-  ~sH.,c = x -  ~sxH = (a + bi + d j -  ck) H; note that 
x -1 = (1 - i)/2. 
(6) By (5) and (4) we have I ( sH)~- I ( (a+bi+d j+ck)H) .  Similarly 
l ( sH) -~ l ( (a+di+c j+bk)n)~- l ( (a+c i+b j+dk)H) .  | 
THEOREM 3,10. Let p be an odd prhne number and let s, t~ H with 
N(s) = p = N(t). Then M2(In(sH)) ~ T(p) ~- M2(In(tn)).  Also, l~t(sH) ~- 
IH(tH) if and only if N(s)= p and N(t)= p give the same representation of 
p as a swn of four squares. 
Proof This follows from 2.4, 2.5, 3.3, 3.6, and 3.9. II 
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APPENDIX: SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF H 
The following information about H as defined in 2.1 is not very easy 
to find in the literature. The corresponding maximal order formed by 
adjoining (1+ i+ j+ k)/2 is more usually studied because it is a principal 
right and left ideal domain. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be an odd prhne number and set F= Z/pZ. Then ever), 
element of F is a sttm of two squares. 
Proof Non-zero elements x and y of F satisfy x2=),2 if and only if 
x= +y.  Thus the set S of perfect squares in F has (p -  1)/2 non-zero 
elements, and so has (p + 1)/2 elements altogether. Let a ~F  and set T= 
{a--s :s~S}.  Then both S and T have (p+ I)/2 elements, and F has p 
elements. Therefore Sn  T~,  so that a-x2=y 2 for some x, y~F.  II 
LEMMA 2. Let p be an odd prflne. Then H/pH-~ M2(Z/pZ). 
Proof Let S be the ring of quaternions with coefficients in Z/pZ. Then 
H/pHYS.  By Lemma 1 there exist u, v~Z/pZ such that u2+v2= -1 .  It is 
easy to check that the following elements of M2(Z/pZ) behave multi- 
plicatively like the quaternions 1, i, j, k: ' 
0 (,:: ::) ('0: :,,) (:, 
They are linearly independent over Z/pZ because p #2,  and hence they 
span M2(Z/pZ). Therefore S~-M2(Z/pZ). I 
LEMMA 3. Let p be an odd prhne. Then there are p + 1 maximal right 
ideals of H which contahl p. 
Proof By Lemma 2 the maximal right ideals of H which contain p are 
in one-one correspondence with the maximal right ideals of M2(Z/pZ), 
which in turn are in  one-one correspondence with the 1-dimensional 
subspaces of a 2-dimensional vector space over Z/pZ. | 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a maxbnal right ideal of H which contahts an odd 
prhne p. Then K=xH for some x~H with N(x)=p. 
Proof Let a~K with aq~pH. We have a=ao+azi+a2j-Ca3k for 
some integers at which are not all divisible by p. For each i there is an 
integer b~ such that - (p -1 ) /2<~bi<~(p- l ) /2  and ai=b~mod(p). Set 
b=bo+b~i+b2j+b3k.  Then b~K and N(b)<~4((p-1)/2)2<p 2. Also, 
b :~ 0 because a(~ plL 
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Therefore we can fix a non-zero element x of K with N(x) as small as 
possible and know that N(x)< p2. We shall use a division-algorithm type 
of argument o divide p by x and obtain a small remainder. We have 
x- lp  = Co + c~ i+ c2j+ c3k for some rational numbers c i. For each i let d,. 
be an integer as close as possible to cl. Then (ci-d~)2<~. Set d= 
do+dl i+d2j+d~k and r=p-xd .  Then d~H and reK. We have N( r )= 
N(p  - xd)  = N(x)  N(x -~p - d )  = N(x)  N(co  - do + (cl  - d~) i  + . . .  ) = 
N(x)((co - -  do) 2 + (ct - -  d~) 2 + --. ) <~ N(x)(88 + i + 88 + 2) = N(x), with 
equality if and only if (c~- dr) 2 = ~ for all i. By cl~ice of x we must have 
either r = 0 or N(r)= N(x). 
Case (1). Suppose r=0.  Then p=xd. Hence p2=N(p)=N(xd)= 
N(x) N(d) with 0< N(x) <p2. Therefore N(x) = p. 
Case (2). Suppose N(r) = N(x). Then (c l -  dl) 2 = ~ for all i, i.e., ci = n/2 
for some odd integer nv Thus x-~p=(no+n~i+n2j+n3k)/2,  i.e.
2p = X(no + n li + -.. ). By taking norms we have 4p 2 = N(x)(n~ + n~ + ... ). 
But the n~ are odd, so that n~ + n~ + n~ 2 + n~ = 4z for some z ~ Z. Therefore 
4p2= 4N(x)z, which again gives N(x)=p. 
Therefore in either case we have N(x)=p. Thus p=xx*  ~xH, and it 
follows that pH~ xHE K. Because K/pH is a simple module it follows that 
xH=K.  I 
COROLLARY 5 (Lagrange). Ever), positive hlteger n is the sum of four 
squares. 
Proof It is enough to show that n = N(x) for some x ~ H. Because N is 
multiplicative we need only consider the case in which n is prime and apply 
Lemma 4. | 
COROLLARY 6 (Three-squares theorem for primes). Let p be a prhne 
monber with p 57  mod(8). Then p is the sum of three squares. 
Proof We may suppose that p is odd. Let X be the set of maximal right 
ideals of H which contain p. Then X has p + 1 elements, by Lemma 3. Each 
element of X is of the form xH for some x ~ H with N(x) = p, by Lemma 4. 
For such xH we let B(xH) consist of the following eight not-necessarily-dis- 
tinct elements of X: xH, ixH, jxH, kxH, x 'H,  ix*H, jx*H, kx*H. Because 
8 does not divide p+ 1, and because it can be checked that any two such 
sets B(xH) and B(yH) are either equal or disjoint, we can fix xH~ X such 
that the eight elements of B(xH) are not distinct. There are various cases 
to be considered, such as j xH= x 'H,  but tedious straightforward checking 
shows that every case leads either to a contradiction (e.g., 2 divides p) or 
to a representation o fp  as a sum of three squares. II 
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